We propose three quality control (QC) techniques using machine learning that depend on the type of input data used for training. ese include QC based on time series of a single weather element, QC based on time series in conjunction with other weather elements, and QC using spatiotemporal characteristics. We performed machine learning-based QC on each weather element of atmospheric data, such as temperature, acquired from seven types of IoTsensors and applied machine learning algorithms, such as support vector regression, on data with errors to make meaningful estimates from them. By using the root mean squared error (RMSE), we evaluated the performance of the proposed techniques. As a result, the QC done in conjunction with other weather elements had 0.14% lower RMSE on average than QC conducted with only a single weather element. In the case of QC with spatiotemporal characteristic considerations, the QC done via training with AWS data showed performance with 17% lower RMSE than QC done with only raw data.
Introduction
Atmospheric data collected in real time are used in many applications for various purposes such as healthcare [1] and combatting natural disasters [2] . For this reason, the stability of collected atmospheric data is of high importance. Additionally, as the collected raw data have a large influence on their analysis, research is needed to ensure stability of the atmospheric data. One of the key factors for stable atmospheric data is error data. Error data can occur for a variety of reasons such as malfunctioning equipment, network issues, or communication issues, all of which can have a major impact on data analysis results. For these reasons, quality control (QC) is used to determine error data. In addition, interpolation is used to accordingly replace error data with more accurate data as needed. To interpolate more accurately than traditional methods such as linear interpolation, there is an approach based on machine learning [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . e studies on time series data using machine learning have been largely conducted for forecasting weather and stock price [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . ere are several prior studies related to the various applications of atmospheric data which commonly use machine learning approaches. As a primary example, Cortez and Morais [15] developed a system for predicting forest fires via meteorological data. In that study, a data mining approach was used to predict forest fire outbreaks. Using five methods, including support vector machine (SVM) and random forest, they were able to predict fires through data mining applied to meteorological data acquired from an observation post in the northeast region of Portugal. Spatial correction through machine learning is a subject of active research [4] [5] [6] . Kim et al. [4] proposed a correction method for air pressure data acquired from microelectromechanical pressure sensors embedded in smartphones. For the correction method, linear regression was used and correction was performed based on QC conducted on spatial location, temperature, humidity, and individual users. To overcome the shortcomings of standard automatic weather stations (AWSs), Ha et al. [5] constructed a small mobile mini-AWS. Mini-AWSs have advantageous installation, operation, and maintenance costs, as well as reduced installation space requirements. However, correction is needed as the installation area may be affected by the external environment. For this purpose, they employed machine learning for correction of the air pressure data. Kim et al. [6] performed clustering and regression on air pressure data obtained from smartphones by classifying them according to the time domain. Furthermore, they analyzed the results of machine learning methods such as multilayer perceptron (MLP) and support vector regression (SVR). When regression was analyzed with expectation maximization clustering, the mean absolute error of SVR was 26% lower on average than results obtained without the analysis process. Lee et al. [7] were the first to attempt correction using time series data. ey conducted research on correcting abnormal data collected by AWS. Using machine learning as a basis, three estimation models (decision tree, artificial neural network, and SVR) were proposed and compared to existing estimation and interpolation methods. Within 5 years and over 692 locations in South Korea, they found that it was better at estimating reference values than existing methods. Kim and Kim [8] proposed the recurrent neural network model for correction of error in drifter data observations. rough experimentation, approximately 14% of the data was corrected and the performance of drifter moving prediction was improved by about 1.4%. Lee et al. [9] were the first to attempt spatial QC using machine learning. In their study, SVR was used to detect and correct abnormal values in observations. Testing with a real-time dataset showed the method utilizing SVR had a 45% lower root mean squared error (RMSE) on average than baseline estimators.
As these examples show, the use of machine learning for atmospheric data research has been active. In particular, there were many studies using machine learning for spatial QC and correction. In this study, we conduct spatiotemporal QC based on machine learning using multipoint time series data and we propose three QC techniques that depend on particular types of training data. e first technique, machine learning-based QC using homogeneous temporal data (MLQC-HT), is the prediction of the current observed value for a given weather element by using data from the past 10 minutes for training. e second technique, machine learning-based QC using nonhomogeneous temporal data (MLQC-NT), is the prediction of the current observed value for a given weather element by using data from the past 10 minutes in the same weather element, as well as current values from other weather elements. Finally, machine learning-based QC using spatiotemporal data (MLQC-ST) is independent of the previous two methods as it is the machine learning of data from sensors in separate locations in the same time instance by using spatiotemporal characteristics.
rough these three techniques based on machine learning, we conducted QC, and raw data errors detected by machine learning estimates were corrected. e remainder of this paper is organized as follows: first, in Section 2, the sensors and atmospheric data used for this study are introduced. In addition, this section describes the preprocessing and basic QC conducted for the machine learning-based QC. In Section 3, the machine learning techniques we used, such as SVR [16] , decision table (DT) [17] , and MLP [18] , as well as the QC methods depending on data types such as MLQC-HT, MLQC-NT, and MLQC-ST, are each described in subsections. Section 4 explains the experimental methods and environment, and this section describes the experimental results according to the applied QC method. Finally, Section 5 summarizes the conclusions of this study and proposes potential following studies.
Meteorological Data

IoT Sensors.
We gathered minutely data for seven days between 00 : 30 April 2 nd and 24 : 00 April 8 th in 2018, from seven different IoT sensors located in Deokyang-gu, Goyang-si, Gyeonggi-do, South Korea (latitude: 37.708, longitude: 126.895) as shown in Figure 1 . e types of IoT sensors used and the observed weather element are shown in Table 1 , and the sensors were all installed at the same time in December 9, 2016. e collected observation data were preprocessed depending on the sensor type. In the case of solar radiation because it was culminative data, it was converted to instantaneous data in the unit of minutes. Additionally, wind direction (θ) and wind velocity (‖ W �→ ‖) data, where W �→ is the wind vector, were converted to u and v, respectively. e conversion of u and v is as shown in the following equation:
(1)
Basic QC.
On the collected meteorological data, obviously false data were filtered through basic QCs to increase the possibility that the filtered data are true. Basic QC was conducted sequentially to immediately detect abnormal data obtained by sensors. e three basic QCs conducted in this study were those used by Lee et al. [9] which consist of a physical limit test, time consistency test, and persistence test. Firstly, the physical limit test determines a value as an error if the measured value is greater than the maximum value or lower than the minimum value. e time consistency test determines an error if the difference between current IoT sensor measurements and the data from a minute prior is greater than the threshold. Lastly, the persistence test determines an error if the size of value fluctuations does not reach the reference size within 60 minutes. We applied these tests to filter the data that are definitely false to increase the possibility that the filtered data are true. However, the filtered data may still contain noisy data. ere is no ground truth information, but through these tests, our experiments 2 Computational Intelligence and Neuroscience were conducted on the filtered data regarded as to be possibly true. It is expected that if the filtered data are overall true, our results would be reliable. e normal range reference values for each weather element of basic QC are shown in Table 1 . Furthermore, the results of error detection by sequential application of basic QC on collected data are shown in Table 2 .
Interpolation of Input Data.
Data that was determined to be abnormal by basic QC undergo interpolation to be used as training input data for machine learning. If the data determined to be an error by basic QC are not consecutive and each of them is not at the beginning or the end of training input data of length 10, each error is corrected by linear interpolation regardless of the number of errors. On the contrary, if two consecutive data points at the beginning or end require correction, the entire dataset for that time period is excluded. Interpolation is finished by excluding all data for a given time step if the interpolated data from this process is determined to be an error. rough separate experimentation, we compared the performances of machine learning using data interpolated in this manner against machine learning using noninterpolated data.
Machine Learning-Based Quality Control
Machine Learning Methods.
In this study, primary machine learning algorithms such as SVR, DT, and MLP are used to conduct machine learning-based QC. SVR is a useful technique in the machine learning field that uses SVM [19, 20] to perform regression [21] . SVR is a statistical technique which creates a regression function from training data. Another machine learning algorithm we used is DT.
is algorithm uses the decision tree as a prediction model, which allows a clear visual method of identifying the decision-making process. Finally, MLP [22] is a typical machine learning algorithm with a multilayer neural network structure which is used as much as SVR and DT. is algorithm utilizes backpropagation [23] to classify instances as it is a neural network with at least one hidden layer existing between the input and output layers.
We performed MLQC-HT, which independently trains each weather element via SVR, DT, and MLP and analyzed its results. Based on the performance from analyzed results, SVR was selected and applied to MLQC-NT and MLQC-ST as it was considered to be the most meaningful of the three machine learning algorithms. Detailed descriptions of the three QC techniques based on machine learning are given in Section 3.2.
Machine
Learning-Based Quality Control. We propose three machine learning-based QC techniques depending on the spatiotemporal characteristics of the input data used for training.
Machine Learning-Based Quality Control
Using Homogeneous Temporal Data. MLQC-HT is a technique that uses past data observations of a single weather element to train for QC. We perform basic QC on the past 10 minutes of independently observed data from each weather element, 
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and then apply linear interpolation on data determined to be errors and use them as training input data to generate the model as shown in Figure 2 . Models generated by machine learning are evaluated through 10-fold cross-validation [24] . Based on the model generated by machine learning from the past 10 minutes, the current estimate of each weather element is computed independently. Subsequently, the standard deviation (σ) of data from the past 10 minutes is calculated to set the range for passing the machine learningbased QC. Following the method of Lee et al. [7] , we set the error range for passing the machine learning-based QC as equation (2). If an estimate produced using machine learning falls within this range, it is deemed normal, and if it is out of range, it is deemed as an error:
Machine Learning-Based Quality Control Using
Nonhomogeneous Temporal Data. MLQC-NT is a technique for QC of weather elements by training with data from multiple different types of weather elements. For the QC of each weather element, we used the past 10 minutes of data from the same weather element and from other types of weather elements as training input data. After basic QC of the current data from other types of weather elements and the past 10 minutes of data from the selected weather element, data determined as an error are linearly interpolated and used as training data to produce the model, as shown in Figure 3 . is QC method also has a model generated by machine learning evaluated through 10-fold cross-validation. Additionally, the current estimate of each weather element is calculated through the model generated by machine learning. Furthermore, the passing range for machine learning-based QC is set by calculating the standard deviation (σ) of the training data from the relevant weather element (equation (2)). If an estimate produced by machine learning falls within the set range, it is deemed normal, and if it is out of this range, it is deemed as an error.
Machine Learning-Based Quality Control
Using Spatiotemporal Data. MLQC-ST is a QC that is performed with data from sensors in separate locations. is is conducted independently of MLQC-HT and MLQC-NT. MLQC-ST is a technique of finding errors by securing the data that are true from the spatial point of view. In addition, approximation to find errors from the spatial standpoint is more difficult than that from the temporal standpoint. For the testing of this method, we collected data from eight locations in Goyang-si, Gyeonggi-do, South Korea (see Table 3 for detailed information), and used the same time step atmospheric data from each point as training input data. e locations of sensors we installed for data collection are shown in Figure 4 and are labelled "A"-"H". "J" and "K" are AWSs, and the data acquired from these were optionally used as input data for the given QC technique. After basic QC and linear interpolation of errors, data collected from each point are used as training data to generate a model as shown in Figure 5 . is QC technique also undergoes 10-fold cross-validation for evaluation. e current estimate of each weather element is calculated through the model generated by machine learning. In addition, the standard deviation (σ) of the trained data is calculated to set the passing range for machine learning QC (equation (2)). If an estimate from machine learning is within the set range, it is deemed normal, and if it is outside this range, it is deemed as an error.
Results
We configured the experiment environment with an AMD Ryzen 5 1600X CPU (six-core) at 3.60 GHz and 16 GB of memory. We also used the Waikato Environment for Knowledge Analysis (WEKA) package [25, 26] to implement the three QC techniques and evaluated them through 10-fold cross-validation. Because the performance of 10-fold crossvalidation is generally checked with the average value [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] , we showed the average RMSE for 10 folds. e parameters applied to each machine learning technique are as follows. e training input data for SVR were normalized between 0.0 and 1.0 with the use of the polynomial kernel [32] . In addition, the sequential minimal optimization algorithm [33] was used as the optimization algorithm for parameters of regression. e input neurons of MLP vary by QC techniques, with 10 in MLQC-HT and 16 in MLQC-NT. e MLQC-ST has 7 input neurons by default, and optionally 9, in the case of using additional AWS data. MLP was trained with one hidden layer, 5 hidden neurons, one output neuron, a learning rate of 0.3, and an epoch of 500. Sigmoid was used as an activation function. Finally, the best first search was used for DT. e performance of the combination used in the DT was evaluated based on accuracy and RMSE [34] . In DT, the entropy is calculated to 
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Computational Intelligence and Neuroscience have a value between 0 and 1 by applying the logarithm to the inclusion rate of each class value and adding all the values. e performance of the three QC methods proposed in this paper was evaluated based on RMSE. Furthermore, the correlation between actual observations and the values predicted by the machine learning-generated model can be obtained through the Pearson correlation coefficient. Firstly, MLQC-HT is a method of independently performing QC to each weather element and its results are shown in Table 4 . On average, the RMSE of interpolated data was 39% lower than that of raw data. Among the three machine learning methods, SVR had better RMSE than the other machine learning algorithms for all weather elements excluding solar radiation. From these machine learning algorithms, SVR showed an RMSE value of 11% lower than MLP and 32% lower than DT when averaging QC of interpolated training data and QC of raw data training together. For this reason, SVR was deemed to have the most meaningful results; thus the machine learning method for MLQC-NT and MLQC-ST was set to SVR.
MLQC-NT is a method of using not just the given weather element, but also other associated weather elements to perform QC. Its results are shown in Table 5 . Similar to MLQC-HT, this method also conducted separate experiments for training with data which applied interpolation and basic QC and for training with raw data. When QC was performed on raw data with this method, the RMSE was 0.16% lower than when QC was performed on raw data with the SVR utilizing MLQC-HT. Additionally, QC of interpolated data showed a 0.11% lower RMSE for the MLQC-NT method. rough this, it was verified that machine learningbased QC performed with other weather elements in conjunction is better than performing machine learning-based QC on weather elements independently.
MLQC-ST is a QC method which applies the spatiotemporal characteristics of the observation data and operates independently to MLQC-HT and MLQC-NT. In other words, the RMSE values in MLQC-HT and MLQC-NT and those in MLQC-ST cannot be compared. In this method, QC is performed by correlating each weather element data from IoT sensors installed at each of the 8 locations in Goyang-si. All data used in this QC method were normally collected at the eight locations. In other words, data were excluded if they were omitted from any point. Furthermore, additional QC was performed by using AWS data with the atmospheric data from external IoT Computational Intelligence and Neuroscience sensors. As usable AWS data consisted of temperature, humidity, wind direction, and wind speed, tests were performed on a total of four weather elements consisting of temperature, humidity, u, and v. e averaged results of the 8 locations with MLQC-ST performed are shown in Table 6 , and QC conducted with AWS data is shown in Table 7 .
When QC was performed with AWS data, the RMSE of temperature, humidity, u, and v was 17% lower on average than if QC was performed only on raw data.
We also made estimates based on MLQC-HT and MLQC-NT as the final normal data having undergone the entire process of basic QC, MLQC-HT, MLQC-NT, and MLQC-ST. e results of estimation from the two machine learning-based QC methods are as shown in Table 8 . Results of QC performed on the final normal data via MLQC-HT and MLQC-NT methods gave an average RMSE of 0.8990 and 0.8971, respectively, for all weather elements. rough this, it was found that MLQC-NT estimations have better Computational Intelligence and Neuroscience Computational Intelligence and Neuroscience performance than estimations from MLQC-HT. In addition, it was also found that excluding UV-rays, all atmospheric data estimations made using final normal data from undergoing sequential QC had higher accuracy results than estimates made with errors included. e estimated data can be seen in Figure 6 which plots u data as a graph. e raw data can be seen plotted as in Figure 6 (a). Computational Intelligence and Neuroscience possible to see the data estimated using machine learningbased QC and to verify that MLQC-NT is capable of more accurate estimates than MLQC-HT.
Conclusion
Despite the active research of spatial QC and correction using machine learning in recent times, this study is the first attempt where machine learning-based spatiotemporal QC was performed on multipoint time series data. In this study, three machine learning-based approaches were proposed to perform QC on atmospheric data according to its spatiotemporal characteristics. In addition, QC methods were constructed to suit the type of training data and RMSE was used as an indicator for comparing the performance of the three QC methods. Overall, it was confirmed that machine learning-based QC trained with linear interpolated data had better performance. Comparing the three machine learning-based QC methods discussed in this study, MLQC-NT, which performed machine learningbased QC with other types of weather element in conjunction, was found to have superior performance than MLQC-HT which performed machine learning-based QC on each weather element independently. In addition, MLQC-ST, which was conducted independently of the two previous methods, showed improved performance for temperature, humidity, u, and v when QC was performed together with AWS data included, rather than with only raw data. Furthermore, when the final normal data, which had undergone basic QC and the three machine learningbased QC methods, were estimated with MLQC-HT and MLQC-NT, the RMSE of MLQC-NT-based estimates was lower. Overall, estimations made with the final normal data, which has undergone basic QC and the three machine learning-based QC methods proposed by this study, showed superior performance to estimations made with error data included.
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